Every library in Oklahoma has access to the Digital Prairie Databases! All one has to do is sign up.

What you’ll need

1. You’ll need your library’s IP address or range of IP addresses.
2. You’ll want to have a designated contact person.

Where to go

Signing up is convenient. Simply register.

EBSCO has comprehensive online collections of full text articles, and searchable databases.

libraries.ok.gov/ebsco-sign-up

Gaining access

After you’ve filled out the form, you should be contacted within a few days. You’ll receive a username and password that you can hand out to your students. This username will allow them to access the databases when not at school.

Arlene Paschel
Librarian
(405) 522–3505
arlene.paschel@libraries.ok.gov
Twitter—@DigitalPrairie